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President’s
Message
Dear Members,
It is my pleasure and privilege to interact with you all on this occasion of the 29th AGM of ELCIA.
I am happy to inform you about various steps ELCIA is taking to help create positive outcomes in this
challenging situation.
I start by recalling and taking a cue from an important observation that my predecessor, Mr. Raghunandan,
made in his address:

“27 years of ELCIA has been eventful and continuously evolving, seeding ELCITA, ELCIA TRUST and ELCIA
Cluster. The parent organization has responsibility for ensuring that the group organizations perform within
the cultural ethos and value system. At different stages in an organization, challenges vary, depending on
the ecosystem and prevailing environment.”
Here, I pick up two crucial aspects.
•

Organisation evolving to respond to challenges depending on the prevailing environment; and

•

Parent organisation taking responsibility for group organisations performing within the cultural ethos
and value system.

Being relieved of the infrastructure aspect after the formation of our Township Authority, ELCIA is charting out
a course for deeper engagement with member companies and develop ways to enhance business
opportunities for members.
In today’s unprecedented situation of the COVID-19 pandemic, these words take a significant meaning.
Businesses of all nature and sizes face challenges from many different directions – depressed orders, workforce
availability & changed working conditions, increased costs, disrupted supply chains, tight finances, and so on.
Amid this, we see that some organisations are adapting and doing well; some have improved their efficiencies,
while others have grabbed the opportunity by filling in the gaps created in supply chains. We need to and are
learning from these success stories.
Considering the prevailing environment, ELCIA has initiated several steps to help our member companies
gain an edge, connect more effectively with the markets, and enhance capabilities to meet the different
demands.
I will briefly explain the initiatives.
Business Development (near term):
We are collecting data & creating a new portal where anyone, anywhere in the world, looking for a product,
service, or solution, easily connects to our member companies. By portraying the combined capabilities and
experience of our member companies, every member gets excellent visibility. Apart from creating a one-toone connection, it also generates the possibility of a prospective customer expecting a comprehensive
solution that our member companies can collaborate and fulfil by forming consortiums.
9
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Senior researchers from our member organisations work on this same data to map demand and supply –
both between our members and outside customers and also internally among our own members. Further,
they will also look at market opportunities for solutions calling for multi-domain capabilities that can be met
by collaborations among our members from different domains. ELCIA can facilitate such collaborations &
coordinate effectively between stakeholders.
We will also be approaching consulates/trade missions, industry bodies, associations and chambers of
commerce of different countries. We will start with an initial focus on North America, Europe, Japan, Israel &
Taiwan; primarily to look out for businesses that want to diversify their supply chain away from China, but
also for forming partnerships with our members.

Business and Technology Development (medium term):
We will use the data we collect to identify possible collaborations among our member companies to develop
advanced & strategically important products; not only generating business for our members but also
answering to the clarion call given by our Govt. for Atmanirbhar Bharat.
ELCIA/Cluster has entered into MoUs with academic institutions to help our members leverage research
capabilities available in those institutions. Further, efforts are on to enhance the capability of the Cluster to
strongly support our member companies by enrolling or empanelling technical experts to help with
innovations of our members. NABL certification of testing facilities is also in progress.
We will be looking out for technologically sound foreign companies that complement the capabilities of our
member companies to form partnerships with our interested members.
We are working on setting up an advanced technology centre with support from GoI and GoK. This centre is
envisaged to have cutting-edge facilities for developing and testing products with an initial focus on 4G, 5G,
and internet products (with extra attention for rural internet), Medical Tech and Equipment, Agri Tech, Motor
& Power Electronics.
Other initiatives:
Skill development & Management assistance:
In association with different organizations, we are working on development programs for all levels of people
in the organization – from tech skills for operators to soft skills for supervisory and middle management.
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We are also arranging Management programs for middle & senior management and making assistance
available to CEOs on critical business matters.
We will shortly institute the ‘ELCIA Verified’ scheme to assess and certify interested member companies. This
stamp will enhance the credibility of member companies and give them an edge in a crowded and competitive
environment.
As we go along, we, the executive council, and staff of ELCIA will strive to enhance interactions to make meaningful
impacts for our member companies. To guide us better and sharpen focus, we have initiated discussions to draw
up a vision for ELCIA 2025. The contours visible till now show that there is an aspiration to make Electronics City
the innovation hub of India. We will continue consultation with all stakeholders to finalize the vision for 2025 in
due course.
In these six years that ELCITA has come into existence, many things are streamlined, and ELCITA has been
recognized for the good work done. The dynamic new team at ELCITA not only aspires to make our township a
model for India but is also keen to enhance & create an environment to enhance business potential for our
member companies and is aligned well with (and supportive of) ELCIA’s vision of making Electronics City an
innovation hub. Of course, there still are challenges and also many opportunities to do better, and the close
interaction between ELCIA & ELCITA will only improve our resilience. Vision ELCIA 2025 will help sharpen focus
and more clearly define the roles of the four group organizations in supporting our members to achieve their
aspirations.
I wish you all the best for a great future.
Seetharam MR
President
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From the
CEO’s Desk
Dear Members,
During the last few years, ELCIA is reinventing itself to be the catalyst for business development in Electronics
city with special emphasis on skill development, creating new opportunities, encouraging innovation and
making B2B connections. While the large companies can manage their business development, ELCIA focuses
on supporting MSMEs and small establishments by addressing their issues and providing practical solutions.
This is a long journey, but ELCIA is committed to traverse the path to be a model association providing
implementable solutions to its members
However, 2020 has been a year of personal and business uncertainties. It saw lockdown at the Global level
where in almost everything came to grinding halt. Though India saw low numbers in the beginning, now it is
galloping to take the top slot. Karnataka, which was reasonably under control, is now way ahead. In these
times of Pandemic, most of the businesses had to reassess their situation and adapt. In Electronics City
companies have taken a commendable positive approach true to the statement “We cannot control events
but can control our reaction to those events”. During lockdown Government guidelines were followed to the
T and used passes for essential services only. During unlock period, step by step approach was the way they
inched towards getting started. Working from home was not considered by many companies due to
productivity and security reasons. With long lockdown and fear of spreading infection, people intensive
companies had no choice but to have most of their work force working from home and delivering to the
satisfaction of their customers.
Kudos to manufacturing segment who took risk and progressively brought their employees taking care of all
precautions. It is heartening to know that there is steady growth of business from June to September 2020.
During April-May there was panic, but companies have worked more efficiently during Jun-Sep and were
supported by GoI and GoK initiatives/policies.
Webinars were conducted to create awareness about Government schemes to tide over the crises and ELCIA
actively encouraged members to participate in such awareness sessions. I heard more conversations about
companies coming together to come up with products for a Atma-nirbhar Bharat. I am sure these will result
in innovative ideas and products that will change the manufacturing landscape in India.
Educational institutions have learnt to teach over the Internet; however, students are missing all the fun!
Really hard-hit hospitality industry is crawling back to entertain all of us. Banks, post office, service providers
and essential services were there for us all through the lock/unlock days. Dream of digital India arrived faster
as it became essential to go digital to survive.
ELCIA initiated task force to discuss the action plan during the pandemic. ELCITA rolled out Covid 19 SoP and
help desk to support ELCitizens. Arranging passes, testing, helping people to find hospitals and keeping
people informed about latest guidelines were actively taken up by ELCITA. In these trying times we were
there for each other as a family and shared best practice/s.
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ELCIA, ELCITA and ELCIA Trust together displayed empathy, teamwork and compassion towards the less
privileged and proactively supported them with necessities when they had no work. When ELCITA Chairman
sent out an appeal to companies for donation, individuals and companies made generous donations to ELCIA
Trust. ELCITA, ELCIA and ELCIA Trust staff distributed 1,50,000 food packets and 6500 ration kits to needy. In
addition, masks, PPE kits, sanitizers were generously distributed to hospitals, employees and needy. It was
amazing to see the team going all the away to sheds of migrant workers to ensure they have some food for
the day. ELCIA, ELCITA and ELCIA Trust staff have worked as a team and made these possible. I am sure such
teamwork is critical for economic growth and well-being of Electronics City.
Hats off to all of you for continuing to scale while fighting Covid19. Let us hope for better days with decline
of corona virus and arrival of vaccine.
Wishing you all the best.

Rama NS
CEO ELCIA
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Secretary’s
Report
Dear Members,
Warm greetings from ELCIA!  
Electronics city has always contributed to the economy’s growth in the IT/ITES and Electronics sector. With
an emphasis on campaigns like ‘Atma Nirbhar’ and ‘Make in India,’ the responsibility of ELCIA has gone up
multifold. ELCIA is gearing up for supporting the business development of companies.  
ELCIA is the parent organization that actively supports the ELCIA Cluster and ELCIA Trust. As you
are aware ELCIA had worked with GoI and GoK to get the ELCIA Cluster Common Facility up and running.
Today we are pleased to inform you that that cluster is functional and catering to MSMEs’ requirements.
ELCIA Trust has received donations and volunteering support from all of you. One-third of AMF contributed
by all of you is transferred to ELCIA Trust.
A detailed report on Trust will be presented separately by the Trust Chairman – Mr. Raghunandan CB. This
report will focus on ELCIA’s vision, objective and the events conducted in the FY 2018-2020.
This year has been the most tiring year for all of us, the COVID pandemic has hit every sector, especially the
MSMEs and start ups are finding it hard to survive. A virus named COVID-19 has taken the entire world into
its grip and as a result people’s life and global economy have been disheveled. COVID-19 is a one of the
giant disasters in the year 2020.
ELCIA as usual started addressing the issues faced by the member organizations from the day one of the
pandemic.  The first initiative was of constituting a COVID task force which started outlining the framework to
combat the crisis and ensure ecity remains covid free zone as much as possible. In association with ELCITA, we
ensured authentic timely communication of COVID related rules/ regulations and notifications.
The task force also drafted a SoP and disseminated the same to all the member organization. ELCIA conducted
audit of member companies to ensure the adherence to the set SoP. The best practices of the member
companies were shared among other members.
In regard to assisting member organizations business growth, ELCIA cascaded information regarding many
events/sessions which were happening across India.
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Vision 2025  
An ambitious move/work towards taking ELCIA to a next level in terms of:
• Increase in turnover of member organizations  
• Increase in employee recruitment  
• Increase in market reach  
• Increase in number of patents filed by member organizations  
• Increase in interaction among the members  
• Joining hands in co creating the products  
• Share the best practices / technical knowledge/ shared manpower etc.  
• Increased engagement with the Govt. to bring in the needed industry-oriented policies.
Overall objective is to get ELCIA member companies recognized in the international market by achieving all
the above objectives.
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Programs under Vision 2025  

1

ELCIA Connect: A program which is trying to bring all the members to actively
participate in the ELCIA operations.  
New Opp Group: Initiative to introduce ELCIA member companies to the world

2

through well thought out and designed e-brochure/innovative portal which would
attract international companies to invest/partner/do business with companies
in E-city.

3

Knowledge Sharing/Co-creation of Products: To build a product/ co-create a product
by utilizing the strengths of member organizations. Sharing best practices among
each other.

4

ELCIA Verified Scheme for Interested Companies: An accreditation issued to the
member companies after verifying certain parameters which would add value/
authentication to their marketing efforts.

5

ELCIA Assured Scheme for Interested Companies: This scheme is to give Legally
Valid Financial Assurance to the customers on behalf of a member companies by
forming a ‘Collective fund of interested member companies.’

6

Ease of Business: Move towards bringing various Govt. and related authorities to
ELCIA Board room where the members can get their problems solved.  

7

Skilling and Learning: Promotion of regular apprenticeship and Dual Apprenticeship
program among MSMEs and skilling employees of the member organisations.

8

Common Facility Center: Establishment of Electronics Common Facility Centre for
the benefit electronics manufacturing segment under EMC2.0 of Meity- GoI: A 100
crores project.
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Objectives
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1. Policy Advocacy, Implementation and Best Practice Sharing   
a.
b.
c.

Special rate for ISO certification : ELCIA is associated with TUV to provide special rate for the
member companies for certification   
Association with SBI: ELCIA organized a meeting with DGM, MSME of SBI to give a platform for the
MSMEs to get their queries answered.  
Interactive session with Govt. Authorities: BESCOM and Fire department answered to the queries
of member organizations.
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2. Co-creation of products and Business Development Support  
a.

b.
c.

d.

e.

f.
g.
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The team is working towards co-creating new products using ELCIA Cluster common facility Centre.   
ELCIA is providing opportunities to network, help to scale business, to understand best practices of
each other and Govt. Policies.  
B2B portal: ELCIA established a B2B portal in association with IBIZZO.com free of cost – a marketplace
for the member companies to showcase their products and connect with potential buyers. A dynamic
page where the companies can upload their brochure, product details, etc., along with pictures and
videos.  
Association with Wadhwani Foundation: ELCIA associated with the Wadhwani Foundation to assist
MSMEs in various aspects. The Foundation is conducting regular helpful webinars on various topics
relevant to MSMEs. They launched the Sahayata Business Stability Program, a free consultation to SMEs
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic to get back on track.   
Sahayata Business Stability Program: This program aims to help small & medium-sized businesses
with do-it-yourself solution kits and free business consultations to help with the following solutions
and many more at no cost to you.   
 Quick revenue opportunities in challenging times  
 Improving lead generation  
 Minimizing working capital  
 Reducing fixed costs  
MOU with ISBR Group of Institutions to empower the growth of MSMEs by identifying and addressing
problems through workshops and seminars.
Bengaluru Tech Biz: A regular event where ELCIA showcased its work. 8 stalls were distributed free of
cost for the member organizations to showcase their products/services at Bengaluru Tech Biz.
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3. Learning and Skilling Support:  
Trainings, workshops and seminars focuses on upskilling, capacity building and performance enhancement of
the member industries. This initiative aims at skilling employees and aspirants using the Govt. policies to cater
for the specific needs of Industry. GoI and GoK have come up with schemes for apprentice training, finishing
school, ITI training improvements. It is intended to help companies to get the right skilled employees using
the schemes.
Team is working with NSDL, GIZ, BOAT, Karnataka Koushalya Nigama to get ELCIA certified as training facilitator.
The team is supporting members in registering for apprentice scheme and using the scheme effectively for
business improvvvvvement and providing opportunity to aspirants.
a.

Apprenticeship:  
1. ELCIA is now a Third-Party Aggregator under NSDC which means, ELCIA can assist the member
organizations in employing apprentices , all the needed paper work will be done by ELCIA in
regards to Govt. intervention.
2. Have successfully placed around 100 apprentices   
3. Mr. Veerabhadrappa, Ms. Nandini and Mr. Gurujit Singh Gill are representing ELCIA in the ITI
Technical advisory board.  
4. Conducted eight rounds of counseling session and provided Industry tour for 800 ITI students   
5. Two dual apprenticeship programs signed with ELCIA member companies.  
6. Signed MoU with 14 ITI’s to enable industry-oriented skilling for the final year students and also
help the MSMEs get required manpower under the Apprenticeship scheme.  
7. ELCIA is now part of ITI curriculum framing committee – GoI

b.

Skills Strengthening for Industrial Value Enhancement (STRIVE)  
1. STRIVE is a World Bank funded project worth Rs. 1 crore to establish a training center to create
awareness in industry clusters that would address the challenges of involved of micro, Small
and Medium-sized Enterprises (MSMEs). It aims at integrating and enhancing delivery quality of
ITI students.   
2. ELCIA has submitted the application and waiting for the approval
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Events during 2019 -2020   
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

MSME Financial assistance: Awareness programe on “MSME – Financial assistance in the wake of COVID-19,
announced by the GoI.  
Trade Receivable Discounting System (TReDS): TReDS is a strong initiative by RBI & MSME Ministry for
a digitized platform for invoice discounting. There would be multiple banks on the platform, bidding
basis on the strength of participating buyers, thus enabling a transparent bidding process with access to
best interest rates enabling smooth transactional flow & timely payment to MSME vendors he platform
essentially brings together three stakeholders – buyers (large / mid-sized corporations, PSU / govt. entities,
MNCs, etc.), sellers (MSME vendors or suppliers of these buyers), and financiers (Banks, NBFC Factors).  
Demystifying Government Support Schemes for MSMEs: XIME college conducted the webinar to provide
relief to millions of small businesses reeling under the impact of the COVID-19 lockdown, Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman announced a slew of liquidity measures, which include a collateral-free automatic
loan. ELCIA’s association with XIME has organized a session on ‘Demystifying Government Support
Schemes for MSMEs’ to understand these packages.   
Global Leadership Dialogue: Confederation of Indian Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (CIMSME),
Global Council for The Promotion of International Trade (GCPIT) is organizing a virtual conference on
“Global Leadership Dialogue”– a series of Talk by global leaders.
Session on Lean Methodology by MSME DC
Increase profit without increasing sales, which addressed two main points: How to and how not to use
money in business? And The seven critical factors that impact profit  
Market and Economy Outlook: The challenge of change’ by Ms. Shibani S Kurian from Kotak Mutual Fund  
How to make sure every business decision made impacts the bottom-line positively.  
Current economic landscape & way forward   
Business Directions Designers Services

  

General Camps/ Workshops   
1. Medical camp at ELCIA boardroom: It involved Ayurvedic consultation, free sugar check, vitals check
(height, weight, bp)   
2. Free CAR fitness checkup by TVS  
3. Distributed health cards at a camp conducted by ELCIA   
4. Women’s Day celebration at ELCIA    
5. Free helmet distribution drive to promote safe driving
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Delegates to ELCIA  
1. Visit by Shenzhen commercial delegation.   

2. Visit by Austrian delegation.  
3. Visit by the office bearers of the Bommasandra association.  
4. Visit by Isha Pant to the ELCIA office to identify the site to move the Electronics City police station from
KSSIDC complex to a new location.

  
Thanking One and All  
G.S. Veerabhadrappa,
Secretary  
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ELCIA Trust
Chairman’s Note
ELCIA Trust is 18 years young organization and like the young population of today, it is raring to make a difference
to people around. The primary objective of ELCIA Trust is promoting education in Government schools, but it has
no hesitation to align itself to emergency needs of society. Be it floods in Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Karnataka or elsewhere
in India, ELCIA Trust leads the way in being empathetic to offer immediate support. Truckloads of essentials have
been shipped to the needy with unbelievable spontaneity.
2020, the forgettable year has brought in despair, fear, uncertainty and is still continuing its effect unabated.
During the lockdown the life of migrant workers was pathetic and required immediate action to support. Several
organizations sprang into action to provide food for migrants and daily workers who lost their jobs during lockdown.
Generosity of empathetic member companies and individuals was amazing and ELCIA Trust collected around Rs 47
lakhs for spending for covid related activity when ELCITA chairman made an appeal.
ELCIA Trust, ELCIA and ELCITA staff, housekeeping, security and volunteers worked as a team to distribute 1,50,000
packets of food and 6500 ration kits to the settlements of migrants and daily workers. Masks, PPE kits and sanitizers
were distributed generously to the needy. This speaks volumes about people volunteering to visit these places
risking Covid 19. I was amazed at the sincerity and focus with which the team participated in sourcing, transporting,
distributing food to the right people. This I am sure will remain with us for a long time. It is such an experience that
makes Trust a special platform and my vision is to make Trust a noteworthy organisation dependable in time of
crisis and during normal times promoting the cause of education and health.
Education has taken a beating during this pandemic with schools closed for over 6 months with no signs of opening
in the near future. Private schools who can afford have resorted to online classes, but Government schools are
struggling due to lack of infrastructure and non-availability of teachers. Trust has initiated a pilot online class for
class 6 of Govidashettypalya Govt school. Volunteers from Infosys, ELCIA/ELCITA staff are teaching the kids creating
solutions on Scratch, teaching subjects like maths, languages and social science using Meghashala content. To
facilitate these, 30 smart phones have been distributed to children. While it is too early to assess the effectiveness,
effort is to create enthusiasm about learning and interest in subjects.
Yes, it is important to write a cheque, but it is even more important to volunteer and connect with people to
convey that we really care. During this pandemic, it has become even more evident that we need to build a pool
of volunteers who are available for regular engagements with schools and adaptable for emergency needs and
unforeseen circumstances.
I believe ELCIA Trust provides a perfect platform for both regular and emergency requirements. Smartness lies in
tapping this capability and using it to create a model for participation of interested people. Creating infrastructure
in schools, midday meals, educational aids, toilets, training to teachers in the 24 GoK schools around Electronics
City are streamlined and can be taken up based on budget availability. However, there is need to expand our
volunteer group to support the programs.
“There is no competition for hard work and opportunity to serve is limitless” With this statement we salute all the
covid 19 warriors for being on the front line.
Looking forward to volunteering taking the next big leap using ELCIA Trust platform
Take care of your health
Raghunandan CB,
Chairman
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ELCIA Trust
Activities
Mid Day Meals
4,250 children are served a hot nourishing meal every day in partnership with Akshaya Patra.

Vidhya Nidhi
Scholarship to 80 students
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Civic & Environmental
Awareness
Students visited the Sewage Treatment Plant, nursery, composting setup, and the solid waste
segregation center.

Around 70 saplings and 400 boarder plants were planted.
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Screening of Mohandas – Kannada
Movie
1,517 children and 80 teachers from various govt. schools watched the premiere of the movie “Mohandas,”
by Dr. Sheshadri at Infosys Conference Hall.

Ganesha Festival Celebration
75 students from Gollahalli school participated in the clay Ganesha making conducted at ELCIA.
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Sunglasses Distribution
Donated Titan sunglasses to the Bangalore traffic police

Initiatives by Member Organizations
ELCIA member organizations have actively participated in all the Trust initiatives.
We take this opportunity to thank all the members for all their volunteering and financial
support provided in the upliftment of the neighboring villages and students.

Momentive – Cleanliness Day
Celebration
Volunteers cleaning Margondanahalli School Compound
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HPE - Science Exhibition
800 students from Hebbagodi school were taken to the HPE campus for experiencing science models.

Moog India – Infrastructure Project
Construction of Gollahalli school
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Construction of two classrooms at Gollahalli GHPS

Construction of two classrooms at Thirupalya School.
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Symbiosis - Career Counseling
Symbiosis Business Communication school students conducted career counseling sessions for the SSLC
students.

DBOI - Stationeries Distribution
DBOI distributed stationeries at the Doddanagamangala GHPS.
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Initiatives during the COVID-19
Pandemic
ELCITA - COVID Initiatives
Following Covid kits were procured by the funds raised in response to ELCITA chairman’s call
•

40 face shields donated to the E-city fire station.

•

60 masks donated to Singasandra Govt. Hospital.

•

4,000 masks donated to 10th std. students on request from BEO – South

•

5 liters of sanitizers were donated to Thimmaiah Reddy high school to be used during 10th std. exams

•

ELCITA and ELCIA Staff distributed the food grains and cooked food packs

1,42,000 free meals distributed in and around Electronics City.
Donors:

Distribution of food grains during the lockdown.
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•

HICAL donated 100 PPE kits and face shields

•

Flextronics donated 600 ration-kits and 1,500 surgical masks.

An ambulance was procured with funds from Aurigene and ELCIA Trust.
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Education Initiatives During the COVID Pandemic
•

Trust donated mobile phones to the students of Govind Shetty Palya school.

•

Online classes are being conducted with the help of Volunteers / staff

•

ELCIA Trust with Tata Power conducted an interactive session on renewable energy sources

Other Meeting
ELCIA hosted the Anekal CSR team at the ELCIA boardroom.
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